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Order number: 609ZB-CHARXSEC-1000
Manufacturer: PHOENIX CONTACT

ab €135.00 *
incl. VAT plus shipping costs (exclusive of VAT for logged-in users
with VAT ID and Non-EU countries)

CHARX SEC-1000: Your advanced AC charge control
Experience a new dimension in AC charging control with the CHARX control modular. This state-of-the-art system takes electric
mobility infrastructure to a new level by combining technology and functionality in one compact module. Rely on future-oriented
technology and optimize your charging infrastructure with the CHARX control modular. It's not just an AC charging controller, it's your
partner for efficient, safe and smart electromobility. Invest in the future of charging infrastructure now!
• Perfect integration according to IEC 61851-1: The CHARX control modular is not only fully IEC 61851-1 compliant, but also offers
seamless integration into existing systems. Safety and conformity are guaranteed.
• Multiple operating modes for flexibility: Whether you prefer stand-alone operation or want to use it as a client in a more complex
network, this AC charge controller adapts to your needs.
• Intuitive interface: With the CHARX control modular system bus, you are always connected. This intuitive interface makes control
and monitoring simple and straightforward.
• Advanced peripheral connectivity: Increase the functionality of your charging station! Easily connect energy meters, RFID systems,
and even DC fault current detection systems to ensure a comprehensive charging experience.
• Easy mounting rail installation: Convenient rail mount design makes installation a breeze. Saves time and ensures a secure and
robust installation.
More data
• Part number: 1139034
• https://www.phoenixcontact.com/de-de/produkte/ac-ladesteuerung-charx-sec-1000-1139034

Abmessungen & Details
Weight in kg: 0,25

Shipping information:
Depending on the order volume, delivery is made by parcel shipment or bulky goods shipment. Partial
deliveries are possible for products that can be disassembled (e.g., for floor-standing mailboxes, the stand &
box can be shipped separately).
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